
 

 

Topic name: PE - Hockey 
 

Subject Specific Vocabulary 

Warm-up a period or act 

of preparation 

for a match 

Pass transfer the ball to 

someone 

Dribble transport the ball 

along the ground 

with control and 

speed 

Tackle try to take the ball 
from an opponent 

by intercepting 
them 

Stop block the ball 

Tournament a series of contests 

between a number 

of competitors, 

competing for an 

overall prize 

Opposition a group of 

opponents 

Opponent someone who 

competes 

Umpire an official who 

watches a game or 

match closely to 

enforce the rules 

Half way line this line divides the 

pitch in two and is 

used to begin and 

resume a match 

following a goal. 

Foul  an unfair or invalid 

stroke or piece of 

play 

 

Sticky Knowledge 

Hockey is an invasion game that combines the skills of speed, 

endurance, technical prowess and physical toughness. The game 

is contested by two teams of 11 players and involves one team 

attacking another team's territory with the aim of scoring a goal. 

Wooden sticks and a hard, plastic ball are required to play 

hockey. The rules have changed dramatically over the last 20 

years to ensure the safety of all players. 

A hockey team consists of 11 players per side and is divided into 

forward, midfield, defending and goalkeeping positions. Like most 

sports the team has very clear roles to support their overall success. 

Hockey player positions include: goalkeeper, left back, right back, 

left half, right half, inside left, inside right, left wing, right wing and 

centre forward. 

A goal in hockey can only be scored if the shot is struck inside the 

penalty circle and fully passes over the goal line. A goalkeeper 

can play the ball with any part of their body in this area and 

defenders who foul attacking players inside the area will be 

punished with a penalty corner for the opposition. 

a penalty corner is taken on the backline inside the circle from a 

mark at least 10 metres from the goal post, from whichever side of 

the goal the attacking team prefers. 

 

Exciting Websites 

 
Hockey player positions and playing area - 
Hockey - factfile - GCSE Physical Education 

Revision - Edexcel - BBC Bitesize 

 

Interesting Facts 
 

Rules 

 

 A hockey team is made up of 11 

players and six substitutes. 

 All players on the pitch must 

have a hockey stick. 

 Players may only use one side of 

the stick to hit the ball. 

 The ball can only be passed or 

dribbled using the stick. 

 A hockey player (goalkeeper 

excluded) cannot intentionally 

play the ball with other body 

parts. 

 A foul is awarded to the 

opposition if a player purposely 

tries to hit the ball off another 

player with the intent of causing 

harm. 

 Players are not permitted to hit 

the ball with the rounded side of 

their hockey stick. 

 Players must not raise the 

hockey stick above waist height. 

 Players must not hit a hockey 

stick off an opponent to 

interfere with play. 
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